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Says UI grad Paul Hynek, son of a legendary ufologist: "A high-level U.S. government 'report' has now admitted that they are taking UFOs seriously. ... That's maybe not the kind ...
Big 10: What were those 143 'unidentified aerial phenomena' spotted by military pilots?
Oregon State University has announced names of students who have made the spring scholastic honor roll. A total of 7,255 students earned a B-plus (3.5 or better grade-point average or better) to ...
Local students make honor roll at Oregon State University
(Photo by Alex Wong/Getty Images ... The reality is that coal and nuclear plants are being retired (the former in droves over the past 12 years), so we have been increasingly going down the ...
As U.S. Temperatures Spike, So Does The Need For Natural Gas
But when you looked closer, a subtle but distinct difference kept reflecting in the light: bits of metallic blue in one moment, sparkly green or ... monitors with nuclear physics-like precision ...
The search for the best shaft: How to navigate one of golf's most complex equipment equations
The “heat dome” shouldn’t have caught any of use by surprise. The new normal is yesterday’s abnormal. The surprises and anomalies come and go, but only in one direction. The hotter they come, the ...
Roaming Charges: The Hotter They Come
As we celebrated Independence Day, millions of Americans wondered if we’re witnessing first-hand democracy’s end, and our historic, sovereign nation’s slow but steady dissolution.
Are we witnessing the end of America?
After most nuclear plants shut down, we have to get energy from somewhere ... they would realize that there are copious opportunities to harness different types of green renewable energy. @happyhere, ...
No time to waste, warns Japanese climate activist
The long-term goal is to make hydrogen the “green” way, using electricity from ... Japan shut down most of its nuclear plants after a 2011 tsunami caused meltdowns at one in Fukushima; the ...
Japan’s big bet on hydrogen could revolutionize the energy market
The Breitbart News Network is seeing some of its advertisers head for the exit doors and is responding in typical Breitbart fashion: by going on the counteroffensive, labeling one of them as “un ...
Nancy Pelosi swats backs challenger to be reelected House minority leader
They have been talking about expanding and supporting nuclear. That was in the ... in an interview with Pro’s Alex Guillén and Kelsey Tamborino, said that despite the familiar faces now working ...
Infrastructure Talks: Infinity War
With help from Alex Guillén, Eric Wolff and Anthony Adragna ... on ERCOT’s tweet asking for reduced energy use. PRITZKER’S GREEN ENERGY PLAN: The Illinois Legislature is taking up an ...
Solar's great quarter belies supply chain woes
Princeton University estimates that, based on historical trends, new Green Card holders petition ... s Robert Menendez and California’s Alex Padilla, spurred on by immigration expansion ...
Guest column: Cautionary thoughts after Independence Day
Alex Bialek, Senior, Attica — Singles ... Plans to go into the U.S. Navy for nuclear engineering. Josh Gebhardt, Junior, Wheatland-Chili — Singles, two-time all-star — Had a solid season ...
GR TENNIS ALL-STARS: Notre Dame, Alexander lead the way
The First Minister said her Government was "determined to learn" from the way in which sexual harassment allegations against Alex Salmond ... worse than even total nuclear war" and ought to ...
Boris Johnson warns of summer travel disruption as he plays down double vaccination plan
St. Lawrence University’s spring 2021 dean’s list includes Kira Delhagen, of Randolph; Patrick Greenan, Alexis Jablonski, both of St. Johnsbury; Tyler Sherwin, of Stowe; Alex Pendo ... of Barre, ...
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